Examination of Emergency Medicine Physicians’ and Residents’ Twitter Activities During the First Days of the COVID-19 Outbreak
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Abstract

Introduction: Social media has become an important element of interaction and found itself a place in every aspect of our lives. This study examined the twitter activities of emergency medicine physicians and residents (EMP&R) about the COVID-19 outbreak.

Methods: The study concentrated on Twitter, a major social media network. To identify accounts owned by EMP&R, followers of the official accounts of two emergency medicine physician associations in our country were reviewed.

Results: In total, 251 accounts whose owners stated they were EMP&R in their biographies, were public, and had tweeted within the last year were identified. Among the 210 tweets posted about coronavirus, 42.4% contained comments and suggestions, 18.6% institutional announcements, 17.1% news, 14.8% scientific content, and 7.1% contained humor.

Conclusion: This study examined the importance of Twitter posts during outbreaks and the attitudes of emergency medicine doctors on this issue. Based on the results, it is thought that EMP&R should share more.
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Introduction

Social media has become an important element of interaction and has found itself a place in every aspect of our lives. It is a platform through which many topics, such as job advertisements, shopping, romantic gestures, personal comments, and scientific publications, can be shared; it also facilitates addressing wide audiences. Founded in 2006, Twitter is one of the most important social media networks with free access and a wide user base.¹ It is a microblogging site originally developed for mobile phones and designed to enable users to post tweets of up to 140 words. Users are asked to answer the question, “What are you doing?” by forming a constantly updated timeline with tweets of various types from humor to breaking news.² Some evidence suggests that social media could play a role during disease outbreaks, emergency responses, and relief efforts.³ It is known that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) used social media networks such as Twitter and Instagram to inform the public and manage the crisis during the H1N1 outbreak.⁴ Several occupational groups can address both their colleagues and their consultants/clients through Twitter. It is known that emergency medicine doctors also widely use Twitter and that emergency department visits can particularly increase during outbreaks.⁵⁶ By using Twitter, an important mass communication platform, it is possible to reach wide audiences. The novel coronavirus outbreak that is reported to have begun in the city of Wuhan, China in late December 2019 or mid-January 2020 has had serious effects not only because of its physical presence, but also due to the awareness raised by Dr. Li Wenliang through social media.⁷

In this study, which was prepared considering that public awareness could be raised by awareness efforts on social media and that doing so could prevent emergency service overcrowding, the Twitter activities and sensitivity to the subject among emergency medicine physicians and residents (EMP&R) were examined.
Methods
This descriptive study was conducted via Twitter, a major social media network, in Turkey and included Turkish tweets between December 31, 2019 and January 31, 2020. The tweets were evaluated retrospectively.

The time frame for the study was determined based on the report published by the World Health Organization (WHO) on January 21, 2020. Based on this report, pneumonia cases of unknown etiology and cause were reported on December 31, 2019; Chinese sources announced that it was a new type of virus on January 7, 2020, and the WHO declared an “international public health emergency” on January 30, 2020. In line with these dates, tweets posted by Twitter accounts determined to belong to EMP&R during the first month of the outbreak (FMO) (December 31, 2019 - January 31, 2020) were included in the study. To identify the accounts owned by EMP&R, the followers of the official accounts of two emergency medicine physician associations in our country were reviewed. Among these profiles, those that had the statements “emergency medicine specialist”, “emergency physician”, “emergency doc”, “EP”, “emergency specialist”, “emergency responsible”, “emergency resident”, or “emergency medicine resident” were evaluated. Of these profiles, those that had posted in the last year, posted in Turkish, and were public were included in the study. The tweets posted by the relevant accounts during the FMO were read one by one to identify their contents. The data was entered into prepared forms. The number of followers, the total number of tweets, and the number of tweets during the FMO of the accounts included in the study were recorded; afterwards, the tweets about coronavirus (those including the phrases “coronavirus”, “Wuhan”, “outbreak”) among them were categorized. The categories were: “comments/suggestions”, “humor”, “announcements of government institutions or non-governmental organizations”, “news”, and “scientific content”. The data was then analyzed.

Statistical Method
The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to determine if the data was normally distributed. The Spearman correlation coefficient was used to test the relationships between numerical variables that did not demonstrate normal distribution. The strength of the correlation coefficient was interpreted as poor when between 0.2-0.4, moderate when between 0.4-0.6, strong when between 0.6-0.8, and very strong when between 0.8-1. As descriptive statistics, the mean ± standard deviation was used for numerical variables and the number and percentage values were presented for categorical variables. The SPSS bundle program version 24.0 was used for statistical analyses, and a P value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
In total, 251 accounts stating that the owners were emergency medicine physicians/residents in their biographies, were public, and had tweeted within the last year were identified. It was determined that 167 (66.5%) of these accounts had tweeted within the FMO. It was observed that the first tweets about the outbreak were retweets of news related to the subject on the 6th of January. It was further observed that these accounts had an average of 317.69 ± 524.96 followers, and that the average number of tweets was 1051.53 ± 1862.32. The relevant accounts had posted 14.89 ± 44.48 tweets during the FMO. All accounts evaluated had posted a total of 210 tweets about the coronavirus outbreak; an average of 0.84 ± 3.82 tweets had been posted per account. Among the 210 tweets posted about coronavirus, 42.4% contained comments and suggestions, 18.6% institutional announcements, 17.1% news, 14.8% scientific content, and 7.1% contained humor (Table 1).

A strong positive meaningful correlation was identified between the number of followers and the number of tweets posted (r = 0.768, P = 0.001). A positive but moderately meaningful correlation was identified between the number of tweets posted during the determined FMO and the total number of tweets (r = 0.461, P = 0.001). A positive but once again moderately meaningful correlation was identified between the number of tweets posted during the FMO and the number of tweets related to coronavirus (r = 0.478, P = 0.001).

A strong positive correlation was identified between the number of tweets posted during the FMO and the number of tweets with scientific content related to coronavirus (r = 0.650; P = 0.009). A meaningful strong correlation was found between the number of tweets related to coronavirus and tweets containing comments/suggestions, humor, official institutional announcements, and scientific content (Table 2).

A strong positive meaningful correlation was identified between the number of tweets posted during the FMO and the number of cases in a country increased, the number of tweets also increased at the same rate. While the levels of tweets posted from the relevant accounts at the start of the dates determined appeared insignificant, starting on January 22, a sharp increase in the number of tweets was observed. Although there was a short-term drop in the number of tweets posted starting from the 24th of January, sharp increases followed by a drop were observed on the 25th of January. Finally, the number of tweets was observed to continue rising. As of January 31, the number
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of tweets posted had reached 40 tweets. Google searches about the coronavirus originating from Turkey have increased since January 21, 2020.

**Discussion**

If Dr. Li Wenliang, who died from the novel coronavirus on February 7, 2020, had not announced the outbreak of a dangerous new virus through social media, measures would perhaps have been delayed even further. This example that demonstrates the impact of social media has prompted the investigation of posts shared by EMP&R related to coronavirus on Twitter, which is one of the most widely used social media networks with more than 300 million users. In Turkey, it is known that sharing on Twitter occurs mostly on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday between 17:00-19:00 and 20:00-23:30.

The current study determined that on January 28, 29, and 30, 2020 (Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday) between...
the hours 21:00-22:00, an average of 104.7 tweets related to “coronavirus” were posted per hour. During the FMO, a total of 210 tweets related to the outbreak were posted from the 251 accounts included in the study. It was observed that 66.5% of these accounts tweeted actively during these dates and that an average of 1051.53 tweets were posted. Lulic and Kovic identified that more than half of the accounts belonging to emergency medicine specialists included in their study posted during the 15-day study period, and that an average of 81.5 tweets had been posted. Computers, tablets, and smartphones are becoming increasingly common all over the world, regardless of the socio-economic situation. Information can be spread rapidly through the Internet and social media, but it is becoming increasingly difficult to prove the accuracy of this information. It is becoming increasingly common for some institutions to actively utilize social media to manage and direct the public, especially in disasters.

It is also believed that sharing information on personal Twitter accounts could strengthen the patient-doctor relationship and cooperation and improve the quality of healthcare. However, a high rate of non-medical tweets posted by accounts stating in their profiles that the owners are doctors has been reported. It is known that misinformation increases overcrowding in emergency departments and that both official institutions and people correct this misinformation via Twitter. However, studies have demonstrated that official accounts almost always use Twitter one-sidedly. Therefore, it is important that the personal Twitter accounts of EMP&R who could communicate interactively should be utilized more actively to inform their followers. A strong positive correlation was observed between all tweets posted by the emergency medicine community during the FMO and tweets with scientific content ($r = 0.650; P = 0.009$). This shows that the EMP&R aimed to enlighten their followers about the subject. Health professionals are also known to engage in dangerous behaviors such as violating patient confidentiality with their tweets, engaging in unethical behavior, or not taking the potential negative effects of the tweets they publish seriously.

Therefore, it is believed that the scientific content in tweets posted by EMP&R at a higher frequency than personal comments/suggestions which could lead to adverse outcomes is a significant improvement. However, it was still observed that among the 210 tweets posted by accounts of people who specialized in emergency medicine, the highest proportion was comments/suggestions. The interpretation-based operation of these platforms, which are capable of spreading information, is one of the notable features. In addition, when the corona-related tweets were evaluated, it was seen that the frequency of tweets with news content was low. The fact that the frequency of tweets increased as the number of cases and countries with cases increased suggests that EMP&R did not become aware of the situation early and that the effort for awareness was not started early.

Limitations

- The fact that emergency medicine specialists and residents who did not follow either of the two associations on Twitter were not included in the study could be considered a serious limitation.
- It is thought that most emergency medicine specialists and residents on Twitter were not reached, because Twitter accounts that did not state the account owner was an emergency medicine specialist or resident on their profile biographies were not included in the study.
- Emergency medicine specialists and residents may have used different social media platforms; because this study was conducted only on Twitter, it may not provide reasonable insight into other social media networks.

Conclusion

Although EMP&R became aware of the novel coronavirus outbreak late, they did make an effort to raise awareness by sharing scientific content. The current study examined the importance of Twitter posts during outbreaks and the attitudes of emergency medicine doctors on this issue. Based on the results, it is thought that EMP&R should share more. From this perspective, it is believed that the social role of personal comments, news and scientific shares on Twitter is a topic that will continue to be discussed.
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Research Highlights

What Is Already Known?
Social media could play a major role during emergency responses and relief efforts.

What This Study Adds?
EMP&R made efforts to raise awareness by sharing scientific content.
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